We’re Going to go to School Soon….
Emotional Resilience

Week six- A Teddy Bear’s
Picnic! Then relax!

What do we know about school now?
Revisit the list of what your child knows about school
and add anything else they have found out during
their visit. Have their questions been answered? Do
they have any new questions? You might like to
Tweet or email your questions.
What makes a good friend?
Draw around your child (or a doll/teddy) talk about
what makes a good friend and write on the outline –
you might include things such as smiles, says hello,
listens, asks if someone wants to play, shares toys.

Literacy
A recap of the story
What is the title of the book?
What does the front cover of the book tell you about the
story?
What new words did you learn?
What happened at the beginning of the story?
Tell me about the grass/mud/cave etc
Was there anything in the story that surprised you?
What’s your favourite picture in the book? Why?
Did you like reading this book? Why/Why not?
Do you think they will go on another adventure?
What do you think that would be like?

Expressive Arts
Bear Pancake Art
Use your creative skills to create your own pancake
bears to take on a picnic. Make or buy some
pancakes. Cut them into shapes to make bears. Use
different fruit to design their features. The best part
you get to eat the designs when you are finished.

Numeracy and maths
Shape
Can you make a bear incorporating the following shapes
– circle, square, triangle, rectangle, star, love heart,
diamond and oval?
You could draw a picture with pens and paper, or make
a collage by cutting and sticking – perhaps you can use
your picture to make a place mat for your picnic- pop it
in a poly-pocket to protect it.
Why not try building a model out of junk but don’t
forget to include the shapes!

Physical and Gross Motor Skills
Relaxation
We’re Going on a Bear Hunt / A Cosmic Kids Yoga
Adventure
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KAT5NiWHFIU
Yoga enhances flexibility, strength, coordination and
body awareness. It improves concentration, a sense of
calmness and relaxation.
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